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It is now well established that, in nuclear reactions induced by heavy ion projectiles
in the Fermi energy domain, large amounts of energy are dissipated and that large
fractions of these latter are found as thermal energies in the nuclei resulting from these
interactions. Despite many experimental efforts, the reaction mechanisms responsible
for the energy dissipations are not yet quite well understood. For heavy systems, the
very dominant reaction mechanism gives rise to a temporary di-nuclear system that
separates into two heavy fragments, a projectile-like fragment and a target-like
fragment [1,2]. Deep-inelastic models, as those developed for projectile velocities
slightly above the coulomb barrier, reproduce in a quite satisfactory way the correlation
between the deflection angle of the di-nuclear system and the damping of the total
kinetic energy [2,3], assuming that dissipation takes place by nucleon exchanges
through a window opened between the reaction partners before their separation [4].
Nevertheless, attempts [5] undertaken to take into account in a more realistic way some
of the specific aspects associated with the reactions induced by projectiles in the Fermi
energy domain could not preserve the good agreement between the experimental data
and the revisited models.

Very interesting pieces of information can be gained on the involved reaction
mechanisms from the correlation between the excitation energy and the angular
momentum transferred into intrinsic spin of the nuclei resulting from the interaction.
Applying a low bombarding energy picture, such as the one of reference [4], large
amounts of spin are transferred to the projectile-like and target-like fragments as
intrinsic spin. On the other hand, recent experimental results [6] indicate that, in the
Kr+Au system at 150 A.MeV, the amount of spin of the target-like fragment is rather
small. Very few experiments have been devoted to the spin determination in the energy
range of several tenths of A.MeV[7-10]. Most of them have inferred rather low spin
values, but these values are averaged over the impact parameters for all reactions
leading either to a binary fission of one of the nuclei resulting from the interaction or to
alpha particle emission. Two experiments [8,10] have tentatively determined the
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correlation between spin and excitation energy, but the first one [8] was restricted to
rather peripheral collisions involving small energy dissipation amounts and, in the
second experiment [10], the excitation energy was determined using a quite unrealistic
massive transfer hypothesis that overestimates by very large amounts the excitation
e n e r g i e s - v ^ L^j

fa-thc present experiment^ the Angular momentum transfers wet^investigated in the
84Kr+238U system at 35 A.MeV as a function of the thermal pan or tne excitation
energy. The intrinsic spin values or tne target-like fragment (TLF) was inferred from
the width of the out of the reaction plane angular distributions of fission fragments. The
reaction plane was determined by the beam axis and the direction of the projectile-like
fragment (PLF). The excitation energy was determined by the measurement of the
neutron multiplicity associated with the detection of a fission event. Due to the high
fissilitv of the uranium-like nuclei, the angular momentum transfers have been inferred
in a very large range ot the iLt excitation energy, from less than 1U MeV up to about
600 MeV. P — ^ —
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The PLFs were identified in a single measurement between 3° and 7.2° by a large

area telescope constituted of two silicon strip detectors (150|im and 500 ^m in depth)
covering an azimuth range of 84.5°. It has been checked that the reaction plane was
safely determined even at very small detection angles of the PLF. A second setting of
this telescope allowed to measure the PLF characteristics between 7.7P and 26°. The
neutron multiplicity was measured by Orion, a high efficiency 4rc detector. The fission
events of the TLF were selected by a coincidence between two parallel plate avalanche
counters providing us with the time of flight and the energy loss of both fission
fragments. An accurate discrimination between fission fragments, intermediate mass
fragments and heavy residues has then been performed using the correlation between
the time of flight and the energy loss in the detectors.

The average binary aspect of the reaction is evidenced in Fig. 1 that presents, for all
PLFs detected with Z larger than 20, the correlation between the deflection angle and
the energy per atomic number unit (E/Z). The reactions induced on the carbon backing
of the uranium target has been subtracted from this plot. It is quite reminiscent of a
usual Wilczynski plot [11], as observed at lower incident velocities of the projectile: a
di-nuclear system is formed that rotates from the grazing angle towards smaller angles
until a separation occurs due to the repulsive effect of the coulomb and centrifugal
forces. Due to the angular threshold at 3°, it is not possible from this figure to determine
wether the events detected at low E/Z and at deflection angles much larger than the
grazing angle arise from a di-nuclear system that has lived long enough to reach
negative deflection angles before its scission or wether, for these highly excited PLFs,
the angular spreading due to evaporation is responsible for the large detection angles.
Whatever the origin of these events detected backward the grazing angle is, the average
behavior of the experimental data shown in Fig.l is in very good agreement with the
solid curve that presents the average correlation predicted by the deep-inelastic model
of J. Randrup [4]. Furthermore, this model, coupled with the evaporation code GEMINI
[12], reproduces the measured yield for each element between Z=36 and Z=18 within a
factor of 2.

In order to infer from the angular distributions of the fission fragments the spin of a
fissioning nucleus, the characteristics of this nucleus at the saddle point need to be
known: its mass, its temperature and its effective moment of inertia. Unfortunately, the
time ts for a nucleus to reach its saddle point is poorly known: few experimental works
have allowed to measure, with very large uncertainties, the time for a nucleus to go
from its equilibrium shape to the scission shape, but theoretical estimations on ts are
uncertain. In the present work, the initial TLF spins have been inferred from the angular
distribution widths using 3 different hypotheses on ts: i) ts = 10-23s, i.e. the nucleus at
the saddle point is the initial TLF before any deexcitation; ii) ts = 10-21s, i.e. for the
highest excitation energies considered, the initial TLF has cooled down on the way
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towards saddle and corrections have been performed following the same evaporation
code PACE [13] for temperature and spin during these 10-21s; iii) ts = 10-19s, i.e. the
nucleus at the saddle point is almost cold and corrections have been performed

84Kr + 238U 35A.MeV
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Fig. 1: Correlation between the deflection angle ana the energy per atomic number unit
for projectile-like fragments detected with an atomic number Z > 19.

according to the predictions of the code PACE. The effective moment of inertia have
been calculated from the liquid drop model assuming no angular momentum in the
fissioning nucleus. Large values of spin could increase this effective moment of inertia
by an amount that could reach 30 per cent [14], but the final spins depend only on the
square root of this quantity.

The TLF spin values inferred from the out of the reaction plane distributions are
presented in Fig. 2 as a function of the TLF excitation energy. These values are the
average values on the results of the 3 considered hypotheses on ts. These hypotheses
lead, due to compensation effects, to very similar initial spin values and the
uncertainties due to ts are shown as error bars in Fig. 2. In order to determine the TLF
excitation energy from the total measured neutron multiplicity, a sharing of the
excitation energy between the PLF and TLF was assumed according to the prediction of
a Monte Carlo simulation for the nucleon exchanges during the interaction in the
framework of the Randrup model [4]. The effect of the actual sharing is rather sensitive
for TLF excitation energies lower than 100 MeV, but it becomes negligible at higher
excitation energies. From Fig. 2, a continuous increase of the TLF spin is observed with
the excitation energy up to about 400 MeV, then a saturation is observed The
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maximum spin value reaches about 60 ft, to be compared with the 180 fT predicted by
the Randrup model for the aligned part of this spin at an excitation energy of 600 MeV.
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Fig. 2: Spin of the target-like fragment as a function of its excitation energy

The disagreement concerning the spin values between the Randrup model
predictions and the experimental data can partly arise from the basic hypotheses of the
model that are not well suited to this bombarding energy, as previously stressed, but it
seems anyway difficult to reconcile, for binary reactions, very large thermal energies
with rather small spin values. Large dealignment effects could explain the low
measured values, but simulations do not support this hypothesis. Alternatively, for the
highest angular momenta transferred, the lifetimes of the nuclei resulting from the
interactions could become so short that they would no more undergo fission: it must be
stressed that, within the experimental uncertainties, the spin values inferred in the
present paper are close to the maximum spin predicted by the rotating liquid drop
model [15] for nuclei in this mass range. In this spin domain, the limit of validity of the
statistical theories applied in the present analysis could be reached.
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